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Many critics suggest that BIG Pharma must 
abandon its blockbuster model. But your next drug 
can still be a blockbuster if you implement the right 
strategy to enhance your chances. And that 
strategy involves developing a customer-driven 
approach, according to Jonathan Kay, President, 
US Portfolio, TNS Healthcare. 
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“Many presenters at pharmaceutical conferences 
have noted a shift over the years from traditional 
selling towards a new pharmaceutical sales model 
variously described as a ‘service model,’ 
‘customer-focused (centered) model,’ or ‘business-
to-business model’ approach,” Kay said in an 
interview with Pharma Marketing News. This 
approach focuses more on building relationships 
with physicians than does the traditional detailing 
model.  
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“Such a transition undoubtedly represents a big 
change for sales,” said Kay. “But what about 
marketing? At TNS Healthcare, we believe that the 
new service model will bridge silos – sales and 
marketing – in its effect.” Increased collaboration 
between sales and marketing is the way to make 
the most benefit from the relationship with the 

physician and achieve the full potential of a brand 
in the marketplace. 
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Continues…

Figure 1: TNS Healthcare’s view of the evolution of the sales model towards greater service and stronger 
relationships. The industry is currently moving into the third, “B2B”, phase and it appears that some 
companies have an eye on the fourth stage. 
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 Practice and Staff support services  Evolution of the Sales Model 
“There are four stages in the evolution of the brand 
model—from traditional to patient centric.  In the 
B2B stage, we see added emphasis on the 
provision of such brand-related support services, 
such as CME,” said Kay (see Figure 1, pg. 1). The 
implication is a longer term, mutually-beneficial 
relationship that builds commitment to brands. This 
stage also presents the need to measure the 
quality of the relationship between the physician 
and the brand, the physician and the rep, and the 
physician and the company (see box, pg. 3). In the 
fourth stage, the company and the physician 
partner to focus on patient need and treatment 
outcomes. In the 3rd and 4th stages, the rep 
emerges as a means to deliver not only the 
product message but also the whole set of service 
options that embody the value of the brand. 

 Internet-based Information Services for 
Physicians  

 Internet-based Information Services for 
Patients  

 Brand Experience  
 Corporate Reputation  

US Physicians Value Their Interaction with 
Sales Reps 
What experiences do physicians value most in 
their relationships with pharma? Have physicians 
seen any changes in services provided by drug 
companies and how do physicians rate the major 
pharmaceutical sales forces on delivering the 
services and experiences that they want? 

“Not surprisingly, reps were at the top of the list of 
services most valued by US physicians,” said 
Andrew Brana, Senior Global Consultant, Sales 
Force Optimization, TNS Healthcare. “Things like 
rep conduct, knowledge, and quality of sales rep 
visit have been and continue to be consistently of 
highest priority for physicians in the US” (see 
Figure 2, pg. 4). 

Physician Internet-based Survey/Study 
In February, 2008, TNS Healthcare looked at the 
drug industry’s progress towards the new service 
model by surveying primary care physicians 
(PCPs) in the U.S. and 5 European countries (UK, 
France, Germany, Spain, and Italy). The objective 
was to determine if the new service model is 
merely a theory or a reality, and if it is real, what 
the impact is among physicians. For the US only, 
the February survey is the second of two waves of 
data collection.  The first was in August 2007.  

Market Variation 
“We see variation from country to country in the 
sales attributes, services, and experiences that 
doctors value,” noted Brana (see Figure 3, pg. 4). 
Such variation is a consistent theme in the TNS 
studies. “Therefore, while a global strategy is 
needed, implementation must be on a market-by-
market basis and take into consideration local 
demand.” 

The survey included questions around the 
following topics: 

 What experiences do physicians value the 
most in their relationship with a drug 
company? 

 Have physicians seen changes in services 
provided by pharmaceutical companies? If 
so, what changes and to what extent? 

Reps Alone Cannot Satisfy Physician Demand 
In addition to sales rep attributes, many other 
attributes are quite important to physicians in the 
US and other markets. Reps alone will not satisfy 
physician demand. Reps can have a richer, more 
productive detail if they bring with them services 
that physicians value such as information services 
or education programs. 

 How do physicians rate the major 
pharmaceutical sales forces on delivering 
the types of experiences and services that 
they want? 

Specific services and experiences covered 
included: 

In the US, education and information services are 
among the services most physicians value. In 
2008, 66% of the 285 physicians surveyed 
identified physician education as a valued part of 
the relationship they have with pharmaceutical 
companies. Services like continuing medical 
education (CME) present high potential for building 
a strong relationship with the brand, according to 
Brana.  

 Sales Rep’s Personal and Professional 
Conduct  

 Sales Rep’s Knowledge and Expertise 
 Quality and Value of Sales Reps Visits  
 Patient Management, Education and Support 
Programs  

 Physician Education and Information 
Services  Continues…
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most valued services. In the US, about 50% of 
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In the US, Internet services, while not as popular 
among physicians as other aspects of the 
relationship, did show a move to be valued by 
more physicians (see Figure 2, pg. 4). In other 
markets there is significant variation in the value of 
Internet information for physicians. Across the 
board, however, though physicians greatly value 
information, they do not see the Internet as the 
best way to deliver that information.(see Figures 4 
and 5, pg. 5). 
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TNS Healthcare Introduces DetailMed™: 
s, Consistent, Measure of Call Effectiveness across  Countries, 

Competitors, Brands and Categories 

duced DetailMed™--a new call assessment tool that provides a consistent 
eness across countries, brand and categories.   Tracked continuously via 
harmaceutical and biotech companies monitor the quality of their own and 
om multi-country to sub-national levels.  It currently covers the US and 
, and TNS is exploring expansion into Asia-Pacific and Latin America.      

s can identify where reps are “on” or “off” message and determine the 
ent…evaluate brand awareness and usage…understand Brand 
 how their reps’ performance compares to the competition.  In addition, 
e of voice, as well as message recall and effectiveness.  It also provides 
t allow companies to assess their results within the context of today’s 
how well the doctor knows the rep, proven to be a key driver of call 

s delivered through an easy-to-use, on-line dashboard, regularly updated 
 company’s specific needs.   Its Internet-based methodology provides real-
s managers to keep pace with fast-changing market dynamics. 

tinuous call assessment tool built to support global brands,” says David 
lthcare.   “Local call assessment services could not give our customers what 
al brand success.  With DetailMed, pharma companies finally have a 
easure message impact and call quality across countries—a strategic 
tanding and optimizing brand performance.  Now, the industry has the right 
e the right sales results—across countries, as well as domestically.” 

of options that lets companies craft their deliverables to their specific 
 choose the geographic level and frequency with which they want to view 
rapeutic classes and physicians they want covered.  In addition, they can 

s and custom analytics to enrich their insights. 

n optimal value from their information, TNS Healthcare provides a dedicated 
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n-person analyses and discuss implications and “next step” actions for 
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Figure 2: US Physicians Value Their Interaction with Sales Reps and Maintained Their Demand for Rep 
Conduct, Knowledge, and Quality Details Year-Over-Year 

 

Figure 3: Physicians Also Reveal That Markets Differ in How Physicians Assign Relative Value to Rep 
Conduct, Rep Knowledge and the Value of the Rep Visit. For example, in Germany, rep knowledge is of 
greatest value to physicians. In Italy it ranks #2, and in France it ranks #3. 
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Figure 4: The Vast Majority of Physicians in Each 
Market Value Education and Information Services 
from Pharmaceutical Companies But Do Not See 
the Internet as the Best Source of That 
Information. 

 

 Figure 5: A Similar Gap is Evident in How 
Physicians Value Patient Support in General 
Versus Patient Information Provided Via the 
Internet. 

Figure 6: Pharmaceutical Companies’ Level of 
Change in Service on Physician Experiences (US; 
2007 vs. 2008) 
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“Given the amount of attention and spending 
devoted to Internet services generally,” noted 
Brana, “it is surprising that the Internet does not 
represent an area of greater physician demand.” A 
possible explanation may be overlap in the two 
bars, which are not mutually exclusive. That is, 
some of the value assigned to Internet education 
may be expressed in the general physician 
education value bar. 
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“The overall scores in this category are quite high 
in the US,” noted Brana. “The leaders are Novartis 
(TRI*M=89) and Pfizer (87). Close behind them are 
GSK, Merck, and Sanofi-Aventis. That is, as rated 
by GPs themselves, the reps of these companies 
are most valuable in building strong and impactful 
relationships with physicians” (see Figure 7, pg. 7). 
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As Pharmaceutical Selling Evolves, 
the New Service Model will have a 
Profound Impact on Marketing… 

With the Shift from Quantity of Reps 
and Samples to Quality of 

Relationships, We Will Have to See 
the Brand Pyramid in a new light. 

“For the European survey, 
we talked to physicians 
about the emerging service 
model and asked them if 
they were seeing changes 
in that direction,” said 
Brana. “That is, are they 
getting more services from 
pharmaceutical companies 
compared to before?”  
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On average, about 46-47% of doctors across all 
European countries surveyed see a change. The 
greatest change was seen in Spain where 51% of 
doctors saw a change towards the new sales 
model. The US was about in the middle of the 
pack, and Italy was at the bottom (see Figure 8, 
pg. 7). 
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must be global, but the implementation local. Also, 
we must recognize that what is of value to primary 
care physicians may not be as valuable to 
specialists. Each therapeutic category deserves its 
own in-depth analysis of attributes that are of value 
to physicians in that category.” 
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companies with leading sales forces in the US – 
Novartis, Pfizer, and Merck – doing in other 
countries?  These top 3 companies for sales rep 
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variances in performance across European 
markets (see Figure 9, pg. 7). Novartis is doing 
well in every European country surveyed, beating  
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Is Industry Meeting Physician Expectations? Is Industry Meeting Physician Expectations? 
Are physicians seeing a shift in what they are 
getting from pharma companies to experiences 
that are more aligned with the services they want 
and value? Where specifically are they seeing 
these changes? How are companies performing on 
delivering these services? Is it changing? What’s 
changing? How are companies performing? 
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 Figure 7: Pharmaceutical Companies’ Level of Delivery on Physician Experiences; USA – February 2008 Survey. Light and 
dark green boxes are the highest performance ratings given for each sales experience. TRI*M™ Index: Overall rating that 
measures how well a pharmaceutical company’s sales force interacts with its customers to build strong relationships. 

 

Figure 8: Percent of Physicians Reporting Recent 
Change in their Experience with Pharma 
Companies to Be More in Line with a Service 
Model; 2008 Physician Survey 

Figure 9: Sales Representative Relationship Performance 
Indices and Benchmarks; February 2008 Physician Survey 
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outperforming the local benchmark only in the US 
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themselves and for their patients. And they still 
expect sales reps to have the core skills necessary 
to deliver these services as well as information. 
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“Clearly,” says Brana, “pharmaceutical companies 
have to understand what their customers value in 
each market, build a blockbuster building strategy 
around that core and execute that strategy at the 
local level.” This paradigm shift is a challenge for 
pharmaceutical marketing and sales, and some 
companies are doing a better job of meeting that 
challenge than others. 
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